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FADE IN:

EXT. SNOW COVERED STREETS - DAY

Hard gray slush frozen on the curbs. Layers of caked snow 
compressed on the streets. Icicles dangling perilously from 
the corners of roof gutters.

This is no winter wonderland. This is the hard reality of a 
Michigan winter. 

SUPER: St. Claire Shores - 1970

A lone figure trots along the sidewalk, disturbing the early 
morning scene. 

Clad in grey sweats, DOUG BROWN (18), tall and lengthy, is 
somehow able to traverse a weary path through the snow 
covered sidewalks. 

He jogs past an elementary school and it’s snow covered 
playground. 

Past rows of identical 1950s track housing with WEARY WORKERS 
scraping ice off their car windshields.

Down Jefferson Avenue, a frozen lake St. Claire to his left, 
sparsely populated with ice fishing huts.

Down a busy city street, brisk with morning traffic.

And past a massive Catholic church.

EXT. DOUG’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Doug trots up to a nondescript home on a corner lot. He 
stomps on the mat outside the side door.

A pause, deep breath, and then he opens the door--

INT. DOUG’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

To complete pandemonium. EIGHT CHILDREN, five boys, three 
girls, ranging from age eight to seventeen, ramble about the 
family room. Some with cereal bowls. Some just with toast. 

A frantic MOTHER trying to keep tabs on everything.

Doug makes his way through the crowd and into the breezeway 
connecting the family room, kitchen, and basement stairs.



On the wall is a calendar open to February. Next to it a hand 
written note: STATE FINALS MAY 28.

Doug takes a pen tied to a tack on the wall and crosses off 
February 19th. He plods down some stairs and into the 
basement.

The calendar slowly fades from February to May, with every 
day leading up to May 28 crossed off.

EXT. FERRY FIELD - DAY

A quarter mile track nestled in the heart of the University 
of Michigan campus. A massive all brick building strafes the 
backstretch.

High School ATHLETES litter the grounds, blazoned with 
various school colors and logos.

WARM UP AREA

A group of DISTANCE RUNNERS stretching. Doug, sporting a warm 
up suit for Notre Dame High School, leans against a chain 
link fence. He looks down at his right hand, it’s shaking. 

COACH VACHON (50s), stern and clean cut, on the other side of 
the fence, offers a reassuring smile.

COACH VACHON
Just stick to your game plan. And 
try not to get distracted by the 
sights. You’ll be fine.

Doug nods.

DOUG
Alright Coach.

Coach Vachon pats Doug on the shoulder and heads off.

Doug joins the other runners and starts stretching. 

VOICE
If it isn’t shit Brown.

Doug turns and spots RICK SCHOTT, sporting a warm up suit 
from Gross Pointe North, and TWO GOONS arriving in the warm 
up area. 

Schott sits down right next to Doug.
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RICK
Nice to see you could make it. I 
think everyone’s about ready to see 
that your win at the cross country 
meet was a fluke.

DOUG
Piss off Rick. It wasn’t a fluke.

The two Goons fake like they’re scared.

GOONS
Ooooh...

Risk smirks.

RICK
I had a cold. Everyone knows that. 
But hey, you still want to live in 
a fantasy world, be my guest.

Doug gets up and grabs his sweats.

DOUG
Whatever man.

Rick and the Goons laugh as Doug walks away.

RICK
See you on the track Brownie.

Doug flicks the trio off without looking back.

START/FINISH LINE

All the RUNNERS are gathered around, waiting for the signal 
from the TRACK OFFICIALS it’s time to start the race.

Doug has both hands against the fence. He lifts up his right 
hand, it’s still shaking. 

Doug looks up to find FATHER STEVENS (60s), standing on the 
other side of the fence, arms crossed. His priest collar 
poking out from under a green Notre Dame wind breaker.

STEVENS
Don’t tell me the one and only Doug 
Brown is nervous.

The sight of Stevens instantly relaxes Doug.

DOUG
You made it.
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Stevens comes over.

STEVENS
Of course I did kid. The Lord 
wasn’t going to let me miss this.

Rick spots Doug over at the fence.

RICK
About that time, eh Brownie?

Doug looks back at Rick, his jaw tenses.

STEVENS
Let it go son. Turn the sin of 
wrath into the virtue of patience. 
Use the Lord’s tools. Everyone 
knows Rick’s going to go right to 
the front. Be patient. Keep right 
on his heels. Tease him. Act like 
you’re going to make a move. Make 
him work to stay out front. And on 
that final lap, after you’ve forced 
him to use up all that extra energy 
to stay out front--

Father Stevens pauses, a grin from ear to ear.

STEVENS (CONT’D)
Blow his socks off.

A TRACK OFFICIAL arrives.

TRACK OFFICIAL
Runner’s to their marks.

Doug looks over at the official, then back to Stevens.

FATHER STEVENS
Go get ‘em.

Stevens slaps Doug on the shoulder and Doug trots over to the 
starting line.

Doug lines up right next to Rick.

The official raises his arm, starting gun in hand.

TRACK OFFICIAL
Set.

RICK
See you at the finish line.
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DOUG
You’ve got that backwards.

BAM!

The runners take off.

STANDS

MIKE QUILLAN (30s) and BEN SMITH (40s), each sporting a white 
polo shirts with an embroidered University of Tennessee logo, 
awkwardly make their way into some seats. College scouts. 

Stevens spots them immediately.

The duo takes their seats as Stevens scoots down a few rows 
and settles in behind them.

BEN
Which is the one we’re looking for 
again?

Mike checks his clip board.

MIKE
Dill. Marshall Dill. Relax, the 
hundred meter finals isn’t up until 
after the two mile final is over.

A few rows up is Stevens, eaves dropping on their 
conversation.

TRACK

It’s a two man race. Rick makes his way across the 
start/finish line. Doug a few feet behind. The remaining herd 
of runners at least fifteen meters back.

The LINE OFFICIAL changes the lap marker from six to seven.

STANDS

Mike and Ben watch as Rick and Doug go past.

MIKE (CONT’D)
The kid out front has a great 
stride. 

Stevens catches his opening. He takes off his wind breaker 
revealing his priest collar, and moves down to take a seat 
next to Mike.
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STEVENS
The one in front is Rick Schott, 
current state record holder for the 
two mile. 

MIKE
If I wanted the opinion of some bum 
in the stands I’d--

Mike turns and spots Stevens priest collar. His face 
immediately reddens.

MIKE (CONT’D)
Oh! Uh, Father, I didn’t see you 
there.

STEVENS
Not a problem my son. I’d keep my 
eye on the kid in second place.

Mike takes some interest.

FATHER STEVENS
Name’s Doug Brown. Has a great kick  
on the last lap.

MIKE
You a coach?

STEVENS
Me? No. Just clergy. 

Stevens tugs at his wind breaker.

STEVENS (CONT’D)
Brown’s a local back at my parish. 
I’m just here for moral support and 
spiritual guidance.

MIKE
We’ll just have to wait and see if 
your boy Brown is as good as you 
say.

Stevens crosses his arms. Mission accomplished.

TRACK

Doug still on Rick’s tail. 

The duo nears the start/finish line.
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RICK
Give it up Brown. We’re not even in 
the same league.

A bell rings right as the pair crosses the start/finish line, 
signalling the final lap.

DOUG
You know what, you’re right.

Doug extends his stride and passes Rick on the outside. He’s 
making his move.

STANDS

Stevens, Mike, and Ben watch on as Doug starts to pull away. 
Mike is really impressed by what he’s seeing.

MIKE
You weren’t kidding about his kick.

Stevens raises up a stop watch that he’s been cradling in his 
palm. He checks the time.

FATHER STEVENS
He’s on pace to break the state 
record by nearly six seconds.

TRACK

Doug rounds turn four and comes to the straight away. The 
crowd is screaming. Rick nothing but a distant memory.

Doug’s face zoned in. His gaze fixed on the start/finish 
line. His breaths, his steps, his movements, all in perfect 
synchronicity. He’s more machine than man at this point.

Doug looks up into the stands. His eyes connect with Stevens, 
who signals with a subtle nod.

And then, it’s over. Doug crosses the start/finish line. The 
stands go crazy as the scoreboard shows a time of 4:13.

PA ANNOUNCER
Doug Brown crosses in first place 
with a time of four thirteen. A new 
state record!

Doug bends over, gasping for air. Rick crosses a few seconds 
later. Doug walks by. 

DOUG
Guess this one’s a fluke too.
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COOL DOWN AREA - LATER

Doug stretches, decked in full sweats, while surrounded by 
other athletes cooling down from their events as well.

Stevens arrives, accompanied by Ben and Mike.

FATHER STEVENS
Doug, I’d like to introduce you to 
Ben Smith and Mike Quillan. They’re 
from the University of Tennessee.

Doug gets up and shakes hands with both of them.

DOUG
Nice to meet you.

MIKE
We’d like you to come down, see the 
campus, and talking about running 
for us in college.

Doug tosses a quick glance to Stevens. He simply offers a 
reassuring smile.

EXT. HILLY STREETS - DAY

A rhythmic symphony of rubber meeting asphalt. A group of 
MEN’S DISTANCE RUNNERS jog down the street. Each sport an 
orange wind breaker. “Vols” in all white across their chests.

SUPER: Knoxville, 1971

Doug and DANNY ZOELLER (20), blonde, scrappy, and ALAN 
PETERMAN (20s), tall and solid, lead the pack.

DANNY
I don’t get you man. Third in the 
ten kay at nationals--

ALAN
As a freshman.

DANNY
Yet you insist on running the five 
kay too.

DOUG
Danny, the five is the money race. 
I know it. You know it. 
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The guy with the one eye down at 
the Save Rite knows it.

ALAN
Competition in the five is 
ridiculous right now. You’ll go 
farther running the ten.

Doug is getting tired of this back and forth.

DOUG
That’s amazing Alan. I’m still 
running the five.

ALAN
And do what? Make the Olympics?

DOUG
Maybe.

Danny laughs.

DANNY
Yeah, right!

ALAN
Steve Prefontaine, Tracy Smith, Sid 
Sink, Len Hilton. I've run against 
these guys and they kicked my ass. 
You're good Doug, but you're not 
that good. At least not yet.

The team makes a turn down a side street.

DOUG
Maybe you’re right.

ALAN
It doesn't matter if I am, Huntsman 
says you're a ten kay guy. And 
that's pretty much the end of it.

Doug runs along in silence for a beat.

DOUG
Five bucks says I can get Huntsman 
to let me run the five kay at the 
meet this weekend.

DANNY
Five bucks? You’re serious?

Doug nods.
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DANNY (CONT’D)
Shit, I’ll take that bet. You’re 
on, man.

The group turns away from the street and onto a rolling 
green. They pass a stone facade with “The University of 
Tennessee” carved into the face.

ALAN
If you wanted to throw you’re money 
away, you could have just gave it 
to me.

Doug pushes Alan a bit, moving him off stride.

DOUG
Shut up.

INT. LOCKEROOM - DAY

Male athletes mill about in various states of dress.

A closed office door adjacent to the men’s locker room. The 
lettering reads “Stan Huntsman - Head Track Coach.”
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